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WITH THE FIFTH ARMY IN ITALY

Allied Beachhead Forces, Anzio,
March 21 st.

This is the smallest battlefront I have visited but it.provides every type of

warfare I care to meet ~ then some over.

Tho beachhead is roughly the shape of a fan with an uneven edge because Hitler's

wrath nibbled out a piece in the middle of the rim. Barring accidents and assuming

accessible roads, one could drive round the edge of this fan in an hour - easily*

It's barely more than 30 miles from the left flank on the Tyrrhenian Boa to the

5th Army’s right flank positions, east of the Mussolini Canal*

In its shortest length, between the central sector lying across the main Anzio-

Rome road this fan is less than 10 miles* This small area swarms with transport

moving on the few available roads and is crammed with ammunition and stores*

Any fool of a German tossing shells or bombs into the area is bound to hit

something now and then even without much trying* And hereabouts the German is trying#

For two months he has been trying to make this region as uncomfortable as

possible and he is not going to ease off now when ho knows his own determined

efforts to dislodge us were failures, while our build-up continues every day*

You can examine the ground almost anywhere in this beachhead and you will find

unpleasantly jagged pieces of steel delivered here by German gunners or flyers*

Some of it is big stuff* One heavyweight bomb drilled al5 feet hole in one building

used by soldiers but did not explode*

The close cropped, spectacled lieutenant who looks after such happenings here

decided this was a 11 category A” job and went down the hole himself to deal with it#

If it exploded, he decided, as ho explained afterwards, "it might be embarrassing

for the people there*"

But although with bombs, including gliders, thousands of anti-personnel bombs

and long-range shells the enemy has persisted in his efforts to make the beachhead

too hot to handle he has foiled ail along*

The roads are filled with fast-moving vehicles carrying supplies for our men.

They have hod to put sandbags round some of the circular water-containers to prevent

waste through splintercut canvas* But there is sufficient water*
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Jeeps tear about - their windscreens folded down over the bonnet by compulsory

order to prevent the giveaway flashes drawing the attention of enemy sneak aircraft.

There are more and more jeeps every day. In fact the atmosphere in the beach-

head is one of highspeed activity wherever one goes.

On the -way to the frontline I saw bulldozers pushing into new piles of debris

from the shattered port buildings. This broken stone is being takenforward to use

in road repair against the time when we are ready to open up fullscale activity in

the frontline, where the operations are limited at present mainly to patrols or raids.4

Running along the coastal road I looked round yesterday and found myself wondering

sometimes whether something had gone wrong with the time machine, has I back in the

desert war? Or was I somewhere between 1914- and 1 918? But we were in 1944 all right.

The blue Tyrrhenian sea 'winked at me but I was more interested in the sky where

enemy aircraft and Spitfires curved round. Suddenly there was a short burst of

machine-gun fire apparently from one of the aircraft and the white disc of parachute

seemed to be pressed by an invisible thumb on the blue sky*

Nearby the swinging parachute the aircraft with it’s motor still running, began

to swerve downwards* It crashed between the coastal road and the edge of the sea*.

But the pilot landed safely in the fields on our lefthand side.

They said afterwards that the aircraft had been winged further forward and the pilot

had made an effort to get back inside our lines. But although his machine seemed

likely to come smash on the road the traffic hurrying forward never slowed down.

I followed in the fast stream and after a righthand turn saw scenes I would

have expected to encounter in Southern Tunisia rather than in Italy* I was in the

ravines « all the British and mast of the Americans call the wadis. They writhe

west to east from the seas edge to the central highway * the via Anziate, which is the

spine of our fan.

In these treacherous half-soft half-hard gullies the 5th Army men are living and

dying as they did in the days when the Eighth Array came up into Tunisia* They lurk

and crawl and listen*

This iz country dominated by the Buon Ripoa ridge - the ridge of goodrest* By

day it looks innocent, richly browned coloured under the sun. Here you edge forward

on your belly and if you are in a fight you wonder how long the ammunition 'will go

because it is difficult to get fresh supplies in quick time*
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There was a recent clash here between a British raiding force and the Germans,

At a tricky point in the battle a question arose whether it would be useful to drop

ammunition from aircraft to the men who were cleaning out one of the gullies. But

the opposing soldiers, snaking through the tortuous ravines were too close together.

Prom the. air "ammo" was likely to go to the wrong side. So "ammo" went up in a

Bren-carrier* At that point the two lots of soldiers were only separated by 50

yards. "It was a V*C* act as far as I can see", said a headquarters officer.

Here the enemy belong to a division once allotted to defend Rome within the

city itself. They are up to all the tricks of infiltration, ambush and the general

bamboozlement the good scout-trained soldier can set going in an uncertain country

Eastwards from these troublous parts I found an altered scene, it is- the last

war again hut reproduced with a touch of Snow 'white and the Seven Dwarfs. Here

everything seems static save the twisting mortar and the plunging shell*

I found men living in low dugouts with walls only eight sandbags high* With

chopped off houghs shielding their hideouts, they stayed as close to the ground,

and were as difficult to spot, as the quick lizards blinking sunwards outside their

homes".

Some of them had filled in the dull periods by making rustic

three upright hough's for hack of chair and two stubs in front to support the seat.
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